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New Features

May 2015 Ed.Ver. 8.0.0

Audit Policy

There is a Notification function if a violation is detected based on audit policy 
registered in advance(eg. Business overtime access and prohibited file 
upload). Also, you can output reports that are available in the system audit.

Virus Check (Option)

ActiveDirectory Collaboration (Option)

It is already possible to perform a scan when contents are uploaded. The 
spread of a virus file to each user is prevented because the file will be deleted. 
Improvement of security can possibly be attempted.

Based on the authentication information in ActiveDirectory, it is possible to 
single sing-in ECM. Also, the collaboration is possible for user information, 
group information and department and positions information that are 
registered in ActiveDirectory.
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Enhancement
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Free Archive Disc Tier

For archive space, it is free of charge up to a certain capacity and it has 
separate billing system with other network space. As a result, unused 
contents will be compiled and removed, and Collaboration Space and 
Company Space only share contents that are currently used.

Change of Charging method and Usage Screen Improvement

It changes to the method for which it charges based on the maximum 
capacity within this month from June, 2015 because there was a problem of 
the complexity and cramped though the method to calculate the account 
capacity was adopted based on the value in which the capacity each every 
time is totaled. 
Also to this, the usage screen changes completely and the screen where the 
current usage of the organization can be easily understood is offered.

Improvement

New Edition Addition

In addition to Current Group, Collaboration and Business Edition, adds a 
higher edition of Enterprise, Global Edition. The audit function can be used in 
two editions。Also, you can use each option of PDF watermark and PDF 
security in the Global Edition by default again.
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Improvement

May 2015 Ed.Ver. 8.0.0

Delivery Function Improvement

You are now able to set an initial value of the delivery period and the 
download frequency. Furthermore, you can also copy delivery from the 
previous delivery records.
You are also able to access delete and copy delivery menu by selecting data 
from a list of delivery list screen by one click.

Display Total Capacity of Space

You can now display the total capacity of the space in the contents list screen. 
Display the capacity including all the past versions of the contents. With this, 
you will be able to know the space that has large usage capacity Also, you 
can confirm it in the properties screen of the space.


